Getting too many emails in your inbox from student-talk? Filter them into a folder and check them once a day!

Follow the simple instructions below:
https://www.lifewire.com/use-gmail-as-if-it-had-folders-and-filters-1172085

Directions

To automatically move emails into a separate folder, out of the Inbox folder, requires that you set up filters, which you can do from the search box at the top of Gmail. The first set of steps is to choose how Gmail should decide what emails to move.

Choosing Which Emails to Filter Into Folders.

1. Click the small arrow to the far right of the search box located at the very top of Gmail.
2. Fill out that window with any relevant information. You can use just one option here or all of them.
   1. **From:** If you want the emails to be sorted into folders by who sent them, fill out this field. You can even put multiple addresses here, separated by commas, if you want the same filter to apply to all of those email addresses.
   2. **To:** If you have multiple email accounts set up in Gmail, this field is useful for filtering only some of those messages.
   3. **Subject:** Emails can be moved into folders in Gmail based on what's in the subject line. For example, emails that use "shipping" or "order update" in the subject line could be moved into a folder made just for online orders.
   4. **Has the words:** Include words here that the email should contain in order for the rule to apply to it.
   5. **Doesn't have:** This is the opposite of the other criteria. If the email doesn't have the word "work," for example, you might consider it a totally different message and have it moved elsewhere.
   6. **Size:** Mostly useful for emails with attachments, this will force the rule to apply only to emails that are bigger or smaller than what you set here.
   7. **Date within:** Pick a date and time range so that only emails that fall into that date range will have this rule applied.
   8. **Search:** Using this will force the rule to look for emails only in the folders you choose. For example, pick Spam to ensure that the rule only applies to messages there.
   9. **Has attachment:** Enable this to make sure the email has an attachment before it's moved to the designated folder.
   10. **Don't include chats:** Enable this if you don't want chats included in this filter.
1. Choose **Create filter** at the bottom of the pop-out window.

Now that you've decided which emails the filter should be applied to, it's time to designate where the emails should go when they come in to your **Inbox** folder.

---

**Setting Up the Filter to Move Emails Into a Folder.**

1. Select **Skip the Inbox (Archive it)** at the very top of the window. This will ensure that the emails never show up in the **Inbox** folder but instead go to the folder you choose below.

2. Next to **Apply the label**, click/tap the drop-down menu and pick a label to have the emails moved into when they arrive in your Gmail account.
   1. Choose **New label...** from the very top of the drop-down menu if you don’t currently have a folder set up.

3. Select **Create filter** to finish.
   1. You can optionally enable the other options on this screen like to mark the email as important, to apply the filter to current emails too, to mark the email as read, etc.

New messages matching your rules will arrive in their labels (i.e. folders) only, skipping right over the **Inbox** folder. You can access them from the label itself off to the side of Gmail or from the **All Mail** folder.